Screening for Atrial Fibrillation by Village Doctors in Rural Areas of China: The Jiangsu Province Rural Community AF Project
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Abstract: China has a large population of elderly in rural areas. Village doctors are acting as health-care gatekeepers for the rural elderly in China and are encouraged to provide more long-term care for patients with chronic diseases such as atrial fibrillation (AF). The data of AF registries from the rural elderly are limited. The present registry aims to provide contemporary data on the current AF-related health status of the rural elderly and the gaps in management of AF by village doctors. This study has two phases. The first phase is a cross-sectional study of AF screening in two rural towns of eastern China. All the residents aged ≥65 years are eligible and will be invited to attend a government-led health examination or an in-house AF screening program. The AF detection rate, the awareness of AF and the usage of oral anticoagulants and smartphones by AF patients, and the ability to diagnose and manage AF by village doctors will be assessed. Participants with AF detected in the first phase are eligible for the second phase. A variety of modes of intensified education will be provided to all AF patients and their family members to enrich their AF-related knowledge. Their village doctors will be offered a lecture-based training program focusing on Atrial fibrillation Better Care (ABC) pathway. Follow-up will be conducted for 1 year. The primary endpoint is the composite of all stroke and all-cause mortality. The first phase of AF screening was conducted between April 2019 and June 2019, and 18,712 participants with the mean age of 73.1±5.8 years were enrolled. The second phase that includes 810 patients with AF, started on 1 May 2019. This study will provide a perspective of primary care system and would indirectly reflect the current status of chronic disease care in rural China.
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Introduction

Rural China has been recognized as an ageing society since the 21st century. In 2020, China has a population of over 500 million (36.11%) in rural areas.1 The proportion of elderly people (age ≥65 years old) relative to the total population was 9.6% in 2005 and is projected to be 15% by 2020, which rises further to 21% by 2030 in rural areas of China.2 In addition to the rural-to-urban migration of young adults for higher income earning opportunities, better living and healthcare condition, a declining birth rate, and longer life expectancy have all contributed to the accelerated process of population ageing in rural China.

Elderly people living in rural areas remain vulnerable due to their low educational attainment, low awareness of treatable conditions and health knowledge, insufficient family-based care as a result of the migration of their adult children, and low pension coverage.3–5 The ageing society in rural areas puts increasing stress on health-care structures. The Chinese government has recently attached great importance to the “left behind” neglected elderly in rural China. For instance, the New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme was put into effect in 2003, aiming to improve rural primary care
and preventive healthcare to rural residents in China. Nevertheless, the rural elderly population is still characterized by unsatisfactory health status and limited access to good quality healthcare, partly because the reimbursement rates of the scheme remains relatively low. In addition, effective mechanisms to coordinate health institutions to ensure continuity of care have not been properly established.

Most of the rural elderly in China access their preventive healthcare and primary medical care mainly through village doctors for decades. To this day, these village doctors still act as health-care gatekeepers for the rural elderly, and they are particularly important for those rural elderly who are often unable to access upper-tier health-care centers due to long travel time. To improve the quality of village doctors, a series of national policies have been established since 1990. Particularly, the “Village Doctors Practitioners Regulation” was issued by the State Council in 2003, providing the first relevant national regulation that outlined the legal obligations of village doctors, and the training and practice requirement for them.

Along with the population ageing, fast urbanization, and rapid lifestyle changes, an epidemiological transition has been observed in rural China. Non-communicable chronic disease (NCD) has overcome communicable diseases to become the major disease burden and accounted for most of deaths in rural China. Thus, Chinese government has been encouraging village doctors to provide more long-term care for patients with chronic diseases among the rural elderly. However, most village doctors face critical challenges, including their increasing age, gender imbalance, a lack of standard medical training, inferior social positions, low salaries, and poor working conditions. Studies focusing on the capacity of village doctors to deliver long-term chronic disease care are extremely limited.

Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common cardiac arrhythmia is associated with increased risk of mortality and morbidity, particularly from thromboembolism and heart failure, thus conferring a significant burden to patients, their families and the social economy. Previous epidemiological data in China showed that the prevalence of AF in elderly ≥65 years old varied from 2.4% to 5.4%. Although China has already reported a number of AF registries, the data from rural elderly population are very limited.

The present Jiangsu Province Rural Community AF project consists of a cross-sectional study of AF screening in rural elderly and a prospective observational registry of elderly patients with AF in rural China. We aim to provide contemporary data on the current health status of the rural elderly and the current gaps in awareness and management of AF by village doctors.

Materials and Methods
This study has two phases. The first phase is a cross-sectional study of AF screening focusing on the elderly in rural China. The second phase is a prospective observational registry of elderly patients with AF in rural China. This study is conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The First Phase of This Study
The first phase of this present study is a cross-sectional study conducted in Daqiao Town and Xiaoji Town, Jiangdu District, Yangzhou City, Jiangsu Province. The study area is a well-developed rural region in eastern China (Figure 1). This first phase has two steps (Figure 2). All the permanent residents aged 65 years or above in these two towns are eligible and will be invited to participate in the first step, which is primary medical center-based government-led health examination. Those who refuse to participate the first step will then be invited to participate for the second step, which is a village clinic-based in-house AF screening program developed by a panel of AF specialists, and conducted with the assistance of village doctors. Posters and leaflets used to invite participants will be placed around the villages by the village leaders two weeks before this study.

ECG Acquisition and Analysis
In the first step, a 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG, CardiMax FX-8322, Fukuda Denshi, Japan) will be used. In order to confirm the diagnosis of AF, the ECG strips will be interpreted by two independent AF specialists. In the second step, a mobile single-lead ECG monitor device consisting of a smartphone software application and a handheld hardware component with two electrodes (SnapECG E-U08/E-A08, Xijian Information Technology Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China) will
Residents aged 65 and above were recruited from Daqiao Town and Xiaoji Town in Jiangdu, Yangzhou City, Eastern China.

**Figure 1** Geographical location of the study. Residents aged 65 and above were recruited from Daqiao Town and Xiaoji Town in Jiangdu, Yangzhou City, Eastern China.

**Figure 2** The flow chart of the first phase of this study.

**Abbreviations:** AF, atrial fibrillation; ECG, electrocardiograph.
be used. To undergo an ECG test, participants will be instructed to place each of their thumbs on each electrode of the hardware component. A 30-second lead I ECG will be recorded for every participant. The SnapECG has an automated algorithm to interpret the ECG strips. According to our previous study, this algorithm has a sensitivity of 86.2%, an accuracy of 92.6%, and a negative predictive value of 86.2% for the diagnosis of atrial arrhythmia. If AF is suspected after the automated analysis, the original single-lead ECG strip will be reviewed by two independent AF specialists to confirm the diagnosis of AF. Participants who have uninterpretable ECGs will be then advised to undergo a 72-hour continuous ECG patch (ECG-SNI-B, Zhengxin Medical Technology Co., Ltd., Shandong, China).

AF is diagnosed if any following criterion are met: (i) AF pattern in 12-lead ECG screening (absolutely irregular RR intervals without discernible and distinct P waves); (ii) AF pattern lasting over 30s in single-lead ECG; or (iii) AF episodes (a minimum of 2 similar episodes lasting over 10s in 72-hour continuous ECG patch).

Data Collection and Measurement

Every enrolled participant will undergo a face-to-face interview using a standardized questionnaire. The following information will be obtained for every participant: the demographic characteristics (age and sex) and prior history of cardiovascular comorbidities including hypertension, diabetes mellitus, previous stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA), coronary artery disease (CAD) or peripheral artery disease (PAD), and congestive heart failure. CHA\(^2\)DS\(_2\)VASc score will be calculated. In addition, resting blood pressure and fasting blood glucose level will be measured.

For patients with confirmed AF, an additional brief survey will be conducted. Information on their highest education level, the awareness of AF, use of oral anticoagulants, and use of smartphone (the type of mobile phone used and the purpose of using a smartphone) in these patients will be obtained.

All the village doctors in Daqiao Town and Xiaoji Town will also be invited to participate a questionnaire survey. Data are collected regarding the age, sex, full-time practicing, practicing experience, highest education, type of medical education, qualification, professional title, and frequency of medical training received during their clinical practice. In addition, numbers of village doctors in every village clinic as well as distance from the village clinic to township central hospitals will be investigated. Furthermore, the ability to diagnose and treat AF by village doctors will be estimated using this self-report questionnaire. The information of numbers of villagers served per village clinic and village doctors per 1000 population will be provided by Health Commission of Jiangdu District.

Statistical Analysis

Categorical variables will be presented as numbers and percentages, and groups with or without AF detected will be compared using \(\chi^2\) tests. Continuous variables will be presented as mean± standard deviation (SD) or medians and interquartile ranges (IQRs), and groups will be compared using the t tests or Wilcoxon rank sum tests if the data are not normally distributed. Multivariable logistic regression will be performed to identify the association between AF and existing risk factors. Variables with a \(P\) value <0.05 in univariate analysis will be included in the multivariable logistic regression model. The odds ratios (ORs) and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs) will be calculated to assess the association. SPSS software version 26.0 (IBM Corporation, New York, America) will be used for all the statistical analyses. All statistical tests will be 2-sided, and a \(P\)-value <0.05 will be considered to be statistically significant.

The Second Phase of This Study

This second phase of this present study is a prospective observational registry. Participants with AF detected in the first phase are eligible for the second phase. All the enrolled patients should understand and consent to participate in the study. Figure 3 shows the study flow chart of the second phase.

Intensified Education Targeting AF Patients and Their Family Members

After enrollment, AF patients and their family members will receive intensified education. The main objective is to increase awareness of AF and knowledge related to prevention and treatment of AF. The key points of the intensified education are as follows: what AF is; the main complications that AF may lead to; risk factors that can facilitate incident AF; the relationship of AF and stroke; the importance of taking OACs; and the possible bleeding complications associated with OACs. This intensified education will involve the use of educational videos dubbed in local dialect,
a monograph consisting of AF-related knowledge, information brochure about AF, and popular science articles pushed on our WeChat public account. The WeChat application is a social media and instant messaging tool mainly for the adult children of the rural elderly.

In order to encourage interactions with village doctors, patients and their family members will be invited to participate group discussion sessions organized in village clinics. All the patients will encourage to have a visit to their village clinics every month. The feedback is assessed by identifying patients for not using (or stopping) oral anticoagulation and their possible reasons for withholding therapy.

Specific Training to Village Doctors Regarding AF Management

Village doctors will be provided with a specific training program regarding AF management by AF specialists. The main objective of the training program targeting village doctors is to increase their knowledge of integrated care for patients with AF using the guideline-recommended Atrial fibrillation Better Care (ABC) pathway, whereby adherence to this holistic management approach has been associated with improved clinical outcomes. In this program, a series of lectures will be provided by AF specialists. In the end, AF specialists will provide education directed towards specific knowledge gaps in every individual village doctor based on his or her prior knowledge evaluation. In addition, all the teaching materials are available via a special developed online education platform. Feedback from village doctors will be assessed by evaluating if their knowledge level is improved after the specific training. In addition, the difference of this knowledge level between village doctors who participated our registry and those without participation will be evaluated.

Compliance of the ABC Pathway Components

The A, B, and C components of the ABC pathway are defined as follows, based on the ESC Guidelines: The “A” criterion refers to “Avoid stroke” or “Anticoagulation”, and is defined by the quality of anticoagulation. “A criterion compliant” means that either appropriate Non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulation (NOAC) is used, or alternatively, warfarin is used with the time in therapeutic range (TTR) ≥65%. The TTR will be calculated with the method by Rosendaal et al. Patients who do not receive NOAC or have a TTR <65% with warfarin will be considered as “A non-compliant”.

The “B” criterion stands for “Better symptoms control”, based on the presence of symptoms, classified by the European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) symptom scale. Patients with EHRA score of I (no symptoms) or II (mild symptoms without affecting normal daily activity) have good control of AF symptoms and will be considered as “B compliant”. Patients with EHRA score of III (severe symptoms with normal daily activity affected) or IV (disabling symptoms with normal daily activity discontinued) will be considered as “B non-compliant”, which means that the treatment to control symptoms is insufficient.
“C” stands for “cardiovascular risk and other comorbidity optimization”. Cardiovascular risk factors and comorbidities, eg, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, heart failure, and coronary artery disease and ischemic stroke, are defined in accordance with international guidelines.28–31 “C compliant” means that all considered risk factors have been well controlled or be properly treated. Uncontrolled risk factors include high blood pressure (≥160/90 mmHg), high level of fasting blood glucose (≥7.0 mmol/L), obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²), current smoking, and current alcohol drinking. Patients who met all the three criteria for integrated care will be defined as the “ABC compliant” group, otherwise the patients will be considered as the “Non-ABC compliant” group.

Evaluation and Study Outcomes
Patients will be evaluated at baseline as described in the section of the first phase. Follow-up will be performed at 12 months. The primary endpoint in this prospective cohort study is the composite of all stroke and all-cause mortality. The secondary endpoints are all stroke, all-cause mortality, cardiovascular death, and the number of patients with ABC pathway criteria fulfilled. All stroke is defined as ischemic/hemorrhagic stroke or TIA. The cause of death will be evaluated according to the death certification provided by Health Commission of Jiangdu District. Cardiac deaths include deaths caused by myocardial infarction, sudden cardiac death, heart failure, stroke, cardiovascular procedures, cardiovascular hemorrhage, and deaths resulting from other cardiovascular causes. The AF-related knowledge level in village doctors will also be evaluated.

Statistical Analysis
The general statistical analysis plan is consistent with what is described in the section of the first phase. In the second phase of the present study, the major analysis will compare the incidence rate of outcome events between participants with and without AF detected in this local area. In addition, the incidence rate will be compared between the “ABC” group vs the “Non-ABC” group among AF patients. The cumulative incidence of the outcome events will be estimated using a Kaplan–Meier curve and compared with the Log rank test. A cox proportional hazards regression analysis will be performed to analyze the association between the group considered and the study outcomes. The hazard ratio (HR) and 95% CI will be used to express the association. All multivariable regression models will be adjusted for age, gender, and other major cardiovascular risk factors. The secondary analysis will compare the annual risk of ischemic stroke between AF patient in this registry and CHA$_2$DS$_2$-VASC score-matched non-anticoagulated patients without using any form of anticoagulation in published literature.32 The relative risk reductions will be determined.

Sample Size and Power Calculations
Considering that this is a fully observational study, a formal sample size has not been determined. Especially in the first phase of the cross-sectional AF screening study, the aim was to recruit as many participants as possible in the rural areas.

Patient and Public Involvement
Patients or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of our research.

Study Setting and Site Selection
Daqiao town and Xiaoji town in Jiangdu District, Yangzhou city are selected as our study sites. This rural area is relatively more well-developed compared to other rural area in China. This study is conducted with the help of local government and Health Commission of Jiangdu District. Patient evaluation and follow-up are performed in the local village clinics.

Data Management
All the data will be collected locally and gathered to the central research database. Data management for this registry will be performed by an independent third party, which is EnChannel Information Technology Co. Ltd. This independent third-party audit will mainly focus on the rights, health and safety of the participants. The study sites are required to conduct the study according to protocol, with all the requirements met by the site staff and facility.
The Status of the Study
The study protocol V.2.0 dated 1 Mar 2019 was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Jiangdu People’s Hospital (Approval number: YJRY-K-2019-01). The first phase of AF screening was conducted between 1 April 2019 and 30 June 2019, and a total of 18,712 participants with the mean age of 73.1±5.8 years were enrolled in the first phase. In the second phase, the recruitment of participants started on 1 May 2019. Follow-up of patients was completed in July 2020. Database cleaning is currently in progress, and data analysis is expected to be performed in August 2022.

Discussion
The Jiangsu Province Rural Community AF project is a two-phase observational study which will update our understanding of AF management among elderly population in rural China. It will also provide a perspective of primary care system and would also indirectly reflect the current status of chronic disease care in rural China.

The ESC Guidelines for the AF management puts great emphasis on the role of health education on AF management and stresses the importance of patient-centered integrated care. The guidelines point out that the tailored patient education should be recommended for all phases of AF management (Class I), which would be favorable for lifestyle change and self-management of AF patients (Class IIa). Meanwhile, teamwork comprising not only the specialized cardiologist, but also general physicians and the advanced technology tools for knowledge transmission are highlighted for AF integrated care management.

A large nationwide community-based survey in China has demonstrated the low awareness of AF and the large treatment gap. More than one-third of the patients with AF were unaware of their condition, and only 6% of patients with high-risk AF received anticoagulation therapy. The ChiOTEAF registry recently reported that even in the era of NOACs, only 44.7% of all eligible elderly Chinese patients with AF were prescribed with guideline-directed anticoagulation. In addition, assessment of quality measures and clinical performance indicators revealed the gaps in AF care among Chinese patients in the ChiOTEAF registry. Of note, the AF population in these studies were mainly from large cities, medium-sized urban areas, or an urban-rural mixture. Indeed, data on the rural elderly with AF in China remain under-represented in the literature. Given that AF is a serious public health problem and the rural elderly is a “left behind” neglected population in China, we estimate that the outlook for the management of AF in rural elderly is less positive. Therefore, it is important that a more specific integrated or holistic approach to AF management for rural elderly should be implemented.

The first phase of our observational study was the two-step AF screening program, where we will address the knowledge gap in AF prevalence in rural elderly in China. This disadvantaged and vulnerable population is likely to refuse to participate the first step of government-led health examination, even though it was free for service. The travel difficulties faced by rural elderly may limit their spatial accessibility of health services. Therefore, we also performed a second step, ie, in-house screening with the assistance of village doctors. It would hopefully be more convenient and acceptable for the rural elderly to be examined at home or close to their home.

Health education has already been announced as one category of the basic public health services provided for urban and rural residents. Telemedicine is being encouraged to facilitate patient health-related education. In the present study, we will also investigate the rate of smartphone use in rural elderly, and the data will provide rationale whether implementing telemedicine through smartphones among rural elderly in China is feasible.

The ability of AF management by village doctors will be evaluated in the present study. Health care delivery system in rural China has three tiers including county hospitals as the bellwether, and township central hospitals and village clinics as the basis. Village doctors are the front-line basic health-care providers in the first tier. The heavy workload of primary care can cause village doctors to lose their job motivation and satisfaction, which may lead to job burnout. Indeed, with the rapidly ageing population, the estimated NCD burden is 82% of the total disease and keeps growing.

A series of studies have demonstrated the beneficial effect of education on AF management. In IMPACT-AF trial, the impact of a multifaceted educational intervention on the use of OAC in 2281 patients with AF was assessed. After one-year follow up, compliance to OAC usage increased in the intervention group from 68% to 80%, compared to only 3% increase in patients under usual care. A reduction in stroke (HR 0.48, 95% CI 0.23–0.99) between the two groups was also observed although the composite endpoint had no significant difference. In the second phase of the present study, we
intend to examine whether intensified education strategy for rural elderly patients and specific training program for village doctors can provide better clinical outcome and more efficient integrated management reflected by the ABC pathway compliance in this vulnerable population.

**Limitations**
Our study certainly has its limitations. The population was not selected from several representative areas in China, but a rural area from a well-developed region; however, it provides a deep perspective of the current public healthcare system in rural China. Problems exposed in this study should be common in other areas, if not more. The present study also could not cover all the eligible elderly in the study area, but this is determined by the nature of this special population.

**Conclusion**
The Jiangsu Province Rural Community Atrial Fibrillation project is a large prospective observational study in the rural setting of China, which area was under-presented in previous studies. This project specifically focuses on AF screening and management among elderly population and will provide a deep perspective of primary care system in rural China.
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